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ORAL PRESENTATION

The knowledge of the physico-chemical processes at a local (micro) level during the shrinkage or the
swelling processes of clayey materials is an essential step to characterise the ability of such soils to shrink
or to swell.

In order to better understand these phenomena, we performed research at microscopic levels using mainly
an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM). This apparatus allows exploring some features
of the behaviour and physical properties of clays subjected to controlled hygrometry conditions.

The observations were performed on an heterogeneous natural clay, the Romainville clay. This clay,
showing a sensitive behavior to shrinkage and swelling, is taken in situ from affected site by the drought.
This site is well monitored. This clay was characterised by classical geotechnical laboratory tests (mercury
porosimetry, X-Ray diffraction, grain size analysis…) (Audiguier et al., 2007). Microstructure observations
are done on cubic samples of 1 cm side. Swelling-shrinkage cycles are done on clay powder with grain
sizes between 63 µm and 125 µm.

The microstructure shows a compact clayey matrix with small calcite and quartz grains. Calcite may be
present in veins form, due to sedimentation or pressure-dissolution effect. At high humidity value around
98%, moulds are observed on the totality of sample surface (Figure 1). During swelling-shrinkage cycles,
surface sample changes are real time followed. Hydratation-dehydratation cycles are imposed with a time
of 30 minutes (considered as sufficient to reach steady state). The sample deformation induced by swelling
and shrinkage is calculated by analyzing 2D ESEM images (Figure 2) and assuming isotropic behaviour
for the out of plane strain.

The result shows a kinetics of swelling and shrinkage which can be decomposed into two successive
phases. At each change of relative humidity, the first step is characterized by a discontinuity (jump) in the
deformation, followed by a quite constant strain with time. The major part of strain takes place for high
value of relative humidity (more than 85%), either during swelling or shrinkage phase. As we can observe
on Figure 2 a gap of surface deformation is observed between the end of swelling (point A) and the
beginning of shrinkage (point B). This gap has no physical meaning; it is due to image processing
perturbated by the water presence in the form of a layer around the particle, inducing a surface area larger
than reality.

The maximum of surface area strains (2D strain in the plane of observation) for swelling is about 25%.
This value is similar to the swelling value measured with classical oedometric free swelling tests (Maison
et al., 2009). Several ESEM analyses show that microscopic measurements, performed on clay powder and
during a few days, are quite identical to macroscopic measurements, carried out on macroscopic samples
during a few months.
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Figure 1: Image of microstructure with moulds in Romainville clay (ESEM image; 98 % of relative
humidity; magnification: 1000).

Figure 2: Free swelling tests on Romainville clay particles.


